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Providing accession numbers allows 
linking to and from established data-
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a broader collection of scientific infor-
mation. Please list all accession num-
bers directly after the references.
intErnational codE for Zoo-
loGical nomEnclaturE. ZooKeys 
will publish papers only strictly fol-
lowing the rules of the 4th edition of 
the International Code of Zoological 
Nomenclature. Each first mentioning 
of an animal species name within the 
text must be provided with author(s)’ 
name(s). Year of publication of ani-
mal species is recommended to be 
given in taxonomic revisions with 
providing full referencing of original 
description in the list of references.
opEn accEss fEEs. Publication 
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barrier-free distribution of your pa-
per at no charge for the readers and 
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formatting, publishing, indexing and 
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The journal charges Open Ac-
cess Publication Fee of EURO 15 
per page for papers of less than 100 
printed pages. Publication fees for 
larger papers will be discounted and 
can be negotiated with the Manag-
ing Editor.

Open Access Publication Fees are 
usually covered by institutional funds 
and grants. Discounts/waivers can 
be requested by private and retired 
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middle-level income countries,  post-
graduate students, especially in case 
of exceptionally good manuscripts. 

Discounts will be offered also to sci-
entists who actively participate in the 
reviewing and editing process.
printEd VErsion. Offprints and 
printed issues of the journal can be 
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scriptions please contact the Manag-
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